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Offering payment to clinical research subjects, in an effort to enhance recruitment by providing an incentive to take part or enabling subjects to participate without financial sacrifice, is a common yet uneven and contentious practice in the US. Concern exists regarding the potential for payment to unduly influence participation and thus obscure risks, impair judgment, or encourage misrepresentation. Heightening these concerns is the participation not only of adults but also of children in pediatric research trials. Thorough assessment of risks, careful eligibility screening, and attention to a participant’s freedom to refuse all serve to reduce the possibility of compensation adversely affecting the individual and/or the study. Institutional review boards currently evaluate payment proposals with minimal guidance from federal regulations. Here, reasons for providing payment, payment models, ethical concerns, and areas for further research are examined.

The payment of human subjects for their participation in scientific research in the US is a common and longstanding practice that has been documented for well over 100 years. As far back as the 1820s, William Beaumont, whom many consider to be the father of gastric physiology, gave patient Alexis St. Martin — a French Canadian voyageur suffering from an incompletely healed gunshot wound to the stomach — food, lodging, clothing, and $150 for the opportunity to study his stomach contents for 1 year (1). In 1900, renowned American military surgeon Walter Reed paid study participants $100 in US gold to allow themselves to be bitten by infected mosquitoes in the famous yellow fever experiments and an additional $100 if they consequently contracted the viral disease (1). According to Susan E. Lederer, author of Subjected to science: human experimentation in America before the Second World War (1), in the US, “paying human subjects for their participation in research . . . became routine in the 1920s and 1930s.” Other nonmonetary forms of compensation were also common, such as meals, transportation, and burial costs. From the early 1950s, when the world’s largest clinical research complex, the NIH Clinical Center, opened, documents show that “normal” healthy volunteers were regularly paid for their participation in biomedical research or money was given to the church or group that organized and recruited these volunteers (2).

Today, newspaper advertisements describing studies that offer “free treatment” for depression or asthma, for example, often state “financial compensation provided.” Websites list possible research trials for prospective subjects to review and commonly mention that compensation is provided, often naming a specific dollar amount (3). Although it is unclear exactly how common this practice is, data suggest that a sizable subset of research studies at most organizations or institutions that conduct clinical research pay subjects for participation (4). In addition, studies that offer payment to subjects cover a wide spectrum of types of research, from short-term physiological studies offering no benefit to subjects to longer, phase 3 clinical trials that may offer the prospect of direct therapeutic benefit to subjects (5). Interestingly, there appears to be some variation according to disease or medical subspecialty in the frequency with which payment is offered to research subjects. For example, it is more common in the US to offer payment in asthma, HIV, diabetes, or dermatological research trials than in oncology or cardiovascular trials (6). There are currently no data to explain why this variation exists. Although decisions about offering payment could be influenced by disease severity, sociodemographic characteristics, or the availability of treatment alternatives, some of the variation probably reflects the culture of the subspecialty.

Although the practice of paying subjects for research participation in the US is widespread, it remains a contentious issue (Figure 1). Some commentators believe that the act of paying research subjects is wrong (7), maybe even coercive, while others find it an acceptable and perhaps necessary part of recruitment for clinical investigation (8, 9); others see payment of at least healthy subjects as fair and appropriate (10, 11). In addition, only minimal guidance exists to help investigators determine whether or how much to pay participants in a particular study. The section of the US Code of Federal Regulations governing clinical research does not specifically address the issue of payment of research subjects (12). Institutional review boards (IRBs) — committees designated to review, approve the initiation of, and conduct periodic review of research involving human subjects — are responsible for ensuring that the amount and schedule of proposed payment is ethical; however, these bodies also operate with minimal and general guidance (4, 12, 13). Consequently, payment practices vary widely in the US (5).

Reasons for offering payment to research subjects and common ethical concerns about offering payment are discussed herein. Models of payment, payment of healthy subjects versus patient-subjects, payment in pediatric research, and practical issues related to the payment of research subjects are also examined.

Payment of research subjects: why or why not?

Biomedical and behavioral research necessary to improve human health and medical care depends on the participation of human subjects. The usual justification offered for paying research subjects is that payment facilitates the timely recruitment of an adequate number and type of subject (9). Payment may be important to research to the extent that it encourages participation. Several studies have shown that response to written surveys is influenced by payment (14–19), as is willingness to participate in hypothetical studies (20, 21), but less is known about the real effect of payment on recruitment in clinical research.
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There are several ways in which payment might enhance recruitment. First, the offer of money as reimbursement for time or expenses incurred could help to make research participation a revenue-neutral activity for participants. In this regard, money may enable individuals to take part who otherwise could not afford to participate or who are not willing to make a financial sacrifice in order to do so. Alternatively, payment could help recruit individuals who believe they should be fairly compensated for their time and effort. Money can also serve as a recruitment incentive, especially if the amount offered is high enough to attract subjects to research and overcome inertia, lack of interest, as well as financial and other barriers (see Why pay clinical research subjects?). Some say that financial incentives are also necessary to overcome barriers unique to certain subgroups in the population, such as lack of awareness or distrust. Consequently, money may not only be important to general recruitment but also helpful in achieving the goals of racial, ethnic, gender, and social diversity of subjects participating in biomedical research (22, 23).

However, empirical evidence demonstrating that payment is necessary and/or effective for the recruitment of clinical research subjects is limited. People appear to be attracted to research and motivated to participate for a variety of reasons. Healthy volunteers, who are frequently paid and unlikely to benefit medically from research participation, are often attracted to research and motivated to participate by money. Yet they appear to have a variety of other motives besides those of a financial nature for participation in research, including curiosity, altruism, sensation seeking, and desire for attention provided by physicians (24–26). Patient-subjects — those who suffer the disease or condition under study in a particular research protocol — are often motivated to participate by the hope of personal therapeutic benefit. When patient-subjects enroll in clinical studies and they understand the likelihood of direct medical benefit to be remote or nonexistent, their motivations are likely to be similar to those of healthy volunteers. Although patient-subjects are often offered payment for their participation in clinical studies, little research has been done to evaluate the extent to which money influences recruitment or their willingness to participate (21). Given the diverse motivations of subjects in clinical research and a lack of relevant data, it is difficult to know how much paying subjects helps to accomplish recruitment goals.

Similarly, there are few data to support the idea that paying subjects ensures diversity. In fact, other, less fungible factors, for example, lack of child care for women and long-standing
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payment may be perceived as:</th>
<th>Related comments and questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coercion</td>
<td>Coercion involves a threat of harm. Thus, an offer of money in return for research participation is not coercion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undue inducement</td>
<td>Undue inducement is not well defined. Limited data suggest that payment does not affect understanding or perception of risk. The adequacy of understanding as part of informed consent can be assessed. Voluntary decisions can be made when inducements are offered, even in the setting of limited or poor financial options. There are limited data on the influence of money on informed consent. Other incentives may be as powerful as money. Careful eligibility screening can minimize risk of misrepresentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disproportionate research burden on the poor</td>
<td>Sociodemographics of research participants are not well known. Inadequate financial reimbursement might disproportionately exclude the poor. Paid participation may be an opportunity, not a burden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comodification</td>
<td>Services offered as part of research participation are not the same as &quot;selling&quot; body parts or sex and may be of little risk to the health and well-being of the participant.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distrust of the research establishment by certain ethnic groups (27–30), may be obstacles to participation that money cannot overcome. Distrust, in fact, could plausibly be exacerbated by an offer of money.

Ethical concerns about offering payment to research subjects

Several ethical concerns have been raised regarding the payment of research participants (see Ethical concerns about the payment of research participants). The most commonly expressed concern is that payment could be coercive or serve as undue inducement to research participants. By definition, coercion is understood to involve a threat of physical, psychological, or social harm in order to compel an individual to do something, such as participate in research (31). However, money for research participation is an offer or an opportunity and not a threat and therefore cannot be perceived as coercion. But can money be considered an undue inducement? Existing guidelines warn against undue inducement and its potential to compromise informed consent, although there is disagreement about what exactly constitutes undue inducement and consequently disagreement about the extent to which it is a valid problem in research (32). The US Code of Federal Regulations requires that informed consent be obtained “under circumstances . . . that minimize the possibility of coercion or undue influence” (12, 13). An inducement in clinical research, as defined in The official IRB guidebook (33), is deemed undue and therefore troublesome if it is so “. . . attractive that [it can] blind prospective subjects to potential risks or impair their ability to exercise proper judgment . . .”.

Do financial incentives blind potential research participants to the risks of research when making decisions regarding participation? Motivated by cash payments or an attractive financial package, an individual could have less interest in evaluating or understanding study details, reading the consent form, or attempting to understand the goals, purposes, and risks associated with a study. This may be of little concern, however, if a clinical research protocol has almost no risks or has been approved by an IRB that has judged the level of risk to be acceptable (32). If, in addition, there are other mechanisms in place during the informed consent process to assure that participants adequately understand relevant risks (34), then this seems like a misplaced worry and may even represent “unwarranted paternalism” (35). Further, limited evidence suggests that the offer of payment does not obscure the risk perception of potential research participants (20, 21), and there are no data to suggest that it does.

Others worry that money can impair judgment or compromise voluntary decision making. But voluntary decisions are motivated by various factors, sometimes including money, and are not necessarily motivated by altruism alone. When people are choosing a job, making purchases, or making other voluntary decisions, they often consider the monetary aspects of their choice in the form of salary, benefits, or sales price. Decisions are generally complex and multifaceted, however, and are rarely based solely on monetary considerations. Similarly, people participate in clinical research for multiple reasons, and money may be one among those reasons or even the main reason. Limited data suggest that the offer of money is one factor in the decision making of some, but not all, potential participants (21, 24, 36–40).

Even if money is one reason or the main reason to participate in research, does the offer of money impair judgment? In one study, most respondents (75%) thought an offer of $500 for research participation could impair the judgment of others, but many...
fewer (20%) thought it would impair their own judgment (41). Presumably, fewer people would think smaller amounts, say $25 or even $100, would impair judgment, yet most clinical research studies offer considerably less than $500 for participation (6). Some worry that individuals with limited opportunities for earning money may be most susceptible to impaired judgment when faced with an offer of money (23). But, as Wilkinson and Moore argue, even people with few options may still have the ability to make decisions for themselves and thus be capable of autonomous consent (42). In fact, denying the possibility of payment to autonomous research subjects with limited opportunities for earning money further restricts their options rather than protecting them from a situation in which their judgment might be impaired, especially if they would still be invited to participate in research that did not offer compensation. Careful attention, during the process of obtaining informed consent, to subjects’ understanding and expectations of clinical research and their sense of freedom to choose to participate or not may be more appropriate, albeit imperfect, than limiting the opportunity to receive payment for participation.

On the other hand, if offering a large amount of money could cause some people to agree to participate in research for which they would otherwise have a profound reluctance, the offer demonstrates disrespect for their deep reservations or preferences. Limiting the amount of money offered for research participation might minimize the chances that it will unduly influence participants in this way (43, 44). In my view, offering modest amounts of money is unlikely to obscure risks or impair the judgment of most individuals. However, investigators and IRBs should review the offer of money and other inducements outlined in clinical research proposals, especially for research on the margin of reasonable risk or with groups of people that are more likely to be attracted by an offer of money. Additional empirical research would increase our understanding of the extent to which money influences decisions about research participation in relation to other factors; and to what extent, if at all, people actually do agree to participate in research that compromises their deeply held values or interests.

Concern has also been expressed about the potential for money to unduly influence “... subjects to lie or conceal information that if known would disqualify them from enrolling or continuing as participants in a research project” (43). Misrepresentation of previous or current medical problems could jeopardize both the safety of the subject and the quality or interpretability of the data. For example, an individual interested in a well-paying MRI study could jeopardize his safety by concealing the history of a shrapnel injury that otherwise would exclude him. A participant in a phase 1 drug study could fabricate side effects in order to stop

---

**Table 1**

Models of payment for the participation of research subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Payment serves as</th>
<th>Amount determined by</th>
<th>Potential advantages</th>
<th>Potential disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>Incentive</td>
<td>Supply and demand; market rates</td>
<td>(a) More rapid recruitment. (b) Completion bonuses encourage subject retention and high completion rate. (c) Possibility of profit for participants. (d) Little or no financial sacrifice by subject.</td>
<td>(a) Undue inducement possibly resulting in: incomplete assessment of risks and benefits by subject; subject concealing information to ensure enrollment/retention. (b) Competition between studies; better-funded studies more likely to meet recruitment goals. (c) Different levels of payment at different locations for multicenter trials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage-payment</td>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td>Standardized “wage” for time and effort, suggested to be commensurate with wages for unskilled, but essential jobs; additional payment for extra burdens such as endurance of uncomfortable procedures</td>
<td>(a) Recognizes contributions of participants. (b) Uniform payment across studies. (c) Equal pay for equal work. (d) Less risk of undue inducement.</td>
<td>(a) May have little impact on recruitment. (b) Might undercompensate some subjects in relation to regular wage and preferentially attract others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reimbursement</td>
<td>Reimbursement</td>
<td>Expenses incurred (transport, meals, lodging); with or without reimbursement for lost wages</td>
<td>(a) Makes research participation revenue neutral. (b) Little risk of undue inducement. (c) Little or no financial sacrifice for subject if lost wages are reimbursed.</td>
<td>(a) May have little impact on recruitment. (b) Uneven reimbursement from subject to subject. (c) Reimbursement costs for high-salaried subjects may result in the targeting of low-income populations. (d) Financial sacrifice for subject if lost wages are not reimbursed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciation</td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Token of appreciation given at the conclusion of study</td>
<td>(a) Expresses gratitude for contribution made. (b) Not market dependent. (c) Avoids undue inducement.</td>
<td>(a) Likely to have no impact on recruitment. (b) No basis for consistency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table modified from *The New England Journal of Medicine* (46).
study participation early without loss of payment, consequently jeopardizing the quality of the science. One study showed a willingness of subjects to conceal information from investigators in lower-risk studies, but this willingness was not associated with payment (20). It is unknown how often such misrepresentation occurs in clinical research and also unclear whether money is uniquely capable of inducing this kind of deception. Perhaps we should worry more about the possibility of desperate patients engaging in deception if they perceive the therapeutic intervention or agent under study to be their best or only remaining therapeutic option. Careful attention to eligibility criteria in the screening history, physical examination, and laboratory tests can minimize, although not eliminate, the possibility of misrepresentation in order to enroll in research trials. In addition, mechanisms such as prorating payments over time might help minimize the possibility of misrepresentation during a study.

Additional concerns about the ethics of offering payment to research subjects have received less attention. Some worry that payment might be more attractive to individuals with low socioeconomic status, and thus the payment of subjects could result in a disproportionate research burden on this population. In addition to worries about distributive justice, a skewed subject pool could confound the generalizability of data. Unfortunately, research subject sociodemographic information is not well documented; when documentation is available, it has been shown that subjects in at least some studies tend to be primarily insured and not economically disadvantaged (45). Interestingly, offering no money or such a small amount of money that participation in research is inaccessible to those who are economically disadvantaged also has the potential to skew the subject pool and contravene principles of distributive justice, especially for research perceived as beneficial to participants.

Models of payment made to research subjects
Assuming that paying research subjects is ethically acceptable, there still remain questions regarding how to pay subjects. Several possible models of payment capture the various ways that payment could be conceptualized and the amount of payment determined: a market model, a wage-payment model, a reimbursement model, and an appreciation model (46) (Table 1). In a market model, payment is designed to be a straightforward incentive. The amount of payment is determined by the market; that is, the value necessary to recruit the number and type of subjects needed in a given time frame. Consequently, studies that need to recruit individuals with rare conditions or characteristics may offer more money, while studies for which there are many willing participants may offer no money. According to the market concept, the amount of money could be increased to overcome aversion to risk or inconvenience. Completion bonuses and escalating incentives would be commonly employed as incentives for subjects to meet data points or complete a study. In contrast, in a wage-payment model, subjects are offered payment as compensation for the time and contribution they make to the research. Money offered to subjects is calculated by a standardized hourly “wage” offered to compensate for their hours of participation, with reasonable additions made for added inconvenience. In a reimbursement model, payment is offered to research participants to reimburse them for actual expenses, such as travel, meals, and parking. One version of a reimbursement model would also offer reimbursement for lost wages. If the latter were adopted, subjects in the same study might be reimbursed at radically different rates, depending on their occupation and normal salary. An appreciation model conceives of money as a reward or token of appreciation for a subject’s contribution to research. Appreciation can be shown by awarding a wide range of amounts of money as well as nonmonetary gifts. Unlike the other 3 models, appreciation payments may have little impact on study recruitment, as appreciation is often reserved until the study ends. Elsewhere, my colleagues and I have argued that conceptualizing payment as compensation in the form of a wage payment is the most ethically appropriate model because it recognizes the contribution subjects make to research and is relatively standardized across studies. While still possibly able to facilitate recruitment, wage-like payments are unlikely to unduly influence individuals to enroll in research to which they object (46). Finally, offering fair compensation for research participation also demonstrates that society values clinical research and is grateful for subjects’ contribution to the common good.

Payment of healthy subjects versus patient-subjects
Commentators sometimes assume or assert that it is legitimate to pay healthy subjects but not patient-subjects for their participation in research (10). Healthy subjects are often motivated by money to participate in research, receive little or no benefit from participation, and may appropriately be considered independent contractors in research (40). Paying money to healthy volunteers is widely accepted, although concerns about undue inducement and distributive justice may still pertain. In contrast, although patient-subjects are often paid to participate in research (5), commentators worry about paying patient-subjects because of their “vulnerability” (10). Certainly illness can make people vulnerable in multiple ways. Presumably, patient-subjects are considered more vulnerable in research studies than healthy subjects because of the nature of the relationship with their physician and because of possible confusion about the difference between participation in clinical research and the receipt of clinical care—the so-called therapeutic misconception (47). Although this is an empirical question, it is at least plausible that offering payment to patient-subjects in research could help them distinguish participation in a research study from the receipt of clinical care and thus actually decrease their vulnerability. Offering money in return for participation might also enable a patient to say no to the physician instead of feeling obligated to do what the physician suggests. Payment may not be necessary for recruiting patient-subjects into research, especially if they are motivated by an opportunity for therapeutic benefit. However, if the goal of payment is to reduce the financial sacrifice that research subjects have to make, to compensate people for their time, or to show appreciation for their contribution, patient-subjects are equally deserving and should be paid comparably to healthy subjects. When patient-subjects participate in research that offers them desirable therapeutic benefits, money may seem irrelevant and unnecessary, even though not morally objectionable. However, when patient-subjects and healthy subjects are both asked to undergo certain identical study procedures for research purposes, in the interest of fairness, the 2 sets of individuals should be compensated similarly, as both are contributing to the development of generalizable knowledge to benefit others.
Payment of children in research
Offering payment in pediatric research involves special challenges not found in research with consenting adults. First, research with children is vital and promoted by both the FDA (48) and the NIH (49). However, children do not provide their own consent to research but are enrolled by their parents or legal guardians, generally in accord with the child’s best interests. Payment to parents for their child’s research participation could potentially sway parental decisions in favor of participation since there is no personal risk to themselves. To avoid making children commodities, some argue that parents should not receive money as incentive for their child’s research participation (50, 51). However, making it possible for a child to participate in research can be inconvenient and costly for parents, and the amount of risk children can be exposed to in research is strictly limited by federal regulations (52). Consequently, some find carefully calculated payment to compensate parents for time and inconvenience acceptable and unlikely to contribute to significant distortions in parental judgment (53), while others believe that compensation to parents should be limited to reimbursement for expenses (51). The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends the giving of gifts instead of money to children in a post-trial appreciation model (54), although many institutions do not appear to follow these recommendations (55). Giving money or non-cash gifts to children directly instead of to their parents is also difficult because children appreciate money and gifts differently depending on their age. Further empirical and conceptual research is needed to resolve when and how payment should be offered in pediatric research.

Practical suggestions
When deciding whether to offer payment to research participants in a study, investigators should take into account the nature of the study, the nature of participant contributions and vulnerabilities, institutional or organizational guidelines, and local societal and cultural norms. In the research proposal submitted to their IRB, investigators should describe the rationale for payment, how the dollar amount was calculated, and how and when payment will be made. Payment information should also be included in consent forms. Although payment may be a factor in a subject’s decision regarding research participation, IRBs do not consider payment a benefit to offset research risks when deciding whether or not to approve a study. IRBs evaluate whether the risks in a research study are justified by potential benefits; otherwise unacceptable risks cannot be made acceptable by offering money to subjects. Therefore, discussion of payment should only arise after the risk-benefit ratio of a study is found ethically acceptable. IRBs should review the justification for and the amount and schedule of payment and decide whether these variables are appropriate given the particular study and the population to be recruited. In making this determination, an IRB should consider study risks, potential vulnerabilities of the targeted subject population, eligibility criteria and screening plans, proposed methods for assessing subjects’ knowledge of risks and ability to make voluntary autonomous decisions, and local norms. An IRB should also review the presentation of information about payment in consent documents as well as related advertisements and information sheets.

Plans for how and when money will be disbursed are also important. Prorating payment for studies involving multiple visits minimizes the possibility of inappropriately influencing someone to remain in a study just to receive a lump sum payment at the end. Payment according to actual time and procedures completed is consistent with offering money as compensation for a subject’s time and inconvenience. On the other hand, in longitudinal or long-term studies, where certain data points are critical to the study, it may be appropriate to use escalating incentives or completion bonuses, as long as they are not offered to compensate for increasing risk. These strategies should be approved by the relevant IRB.

Empirical studies and unanswered questions
Although there is a growing volume of empirical research addressing issues related to the ethics of paying research subjects, many more questions need attention. As mentioned above, evaluating whether or under what research circumstances money might impair a subject’s judgment would be important, as well as the extent to which payment leads people to participate against deep objections. Payment to clinical research populations who are particularly vulnerable to exploitation, such as children, substance users, or those unable to consent for themselves, warrants further attention. Sociodemographic data on research subjects in both paid and unpaid studies would be useful. More specific guidance, including benchmarks, would greatly assist investigators and IRBs in making decisions about payment for participation. Additional understanding of variation in local or regional norms and participants’ values as they relate to money, as well as how to consider the economic conditions in communities in which research will be conducted in formulating an approach to payment, would be useful, especially for multicenter and multinational studies. Additionally, more attention to the influence of nonmonetary incentives and compensation is warranted, although many of the concerns are similar.

Concluding remarks
Payment to research subjects for their participation is a pervasive yet uneven practice in the US. Although there is nothing inherently unethical about paying clinical research subjects, knowing more about its effect on recruitment and its use in different research circumstances is critical. Investigators might offer money to research subjects as an incentive to participate, as fair compensation for their contribution, and/or as a way to reduce any related financial sacrifice. Worry about undue inducement can be reduced by careful assessment of risks as well as attention to eligibility criteria and to the informed and voluntary consent of research subjects. Further dialogue, conceptual analysis, and empirical work about payment made to clinical research subjects may serve to reduce the divide between those who object to such payment and those who promote payment as a sign of respect for the contributions of research subjects and a way to facilitate valuable research.
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